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E D I T O R I A L

N O T E

Every year in winter, Sui Northern Gas launches Winter Awareness
Campaign about gas conservation and safety in compliance with OGRA licensing
conditions. Over the period of time, the Company adopted different ways to carry out
the job. This includes taking showbiz celebrities as lead cast as well as animations. It
was felt that with changing times, advertisement has changed a lot and now it has to
be done more creatively than ever before. Tailoring engaging as well as meaningful
content was never this challenging as in the age of social media. Keeping this in
mind, SNGPL’s Media Affairs Department came up with a very interesting and light
advertisement which not only invokes curiosity but also keeps viewer engaged till its
climax. The concept based Television Commercial (TVC) comprising of a fresh but
promising new talent was launched in October simultaneously on Electronic,
Digital/Social, Print and outdoor Media.
The TVC beautifully touches themes of gas conservation and safety through
its perfectly stitched script. The TVC also highlights use of compressor in winters and
asks the consumers to report it immediately. The tagline of ‘Sardi Aarahi Hai, Khayal
Rakhna’ has become talk of the town for being a phrase which became popular
among masses. There is no doubt that the tagline delivers the message the way
situation demands it to be.
As mentioned in the beginning, this is the age of social or digital media and
hence, social media has become a benchmark to ascertain success of a campaign.
In SNGPL’s case, the TVC has surpassed all expectations by reaching more than 5.5
million people through Facebook till drafting of this piece. On YouTube, the same
TVC has been viewed by more than 205,000 people. So it’s a proud moment for the
Company and its Media Affairs Department for perfectly understanding the mood of
the consumer market and then crafting a suitable advertisement. The challenging
part is that the Department has set the bar high so the viewers would be expecting
something equally creative as well as meaningful in the years to come.
Earlier this month, a meeting of SNGPL Board of Directors (BOD) was held
at the Company's Regional Office in Peshawar. The meeting was chaired by
Chairperson Roohi Raees Khan. Managing Director Amer Tufail along, Deputy
Managing Director (Services) Sohail M. Gulzar and Senior Management of the
Company also participated in the meeting. The said meeting was first to take place in
the provincial capital in the last three decades. The meeting discussed gas related
issues of the province.
The Company extends warm greeting to all our readers on the blissful event
of 12th Rabi-ul-Awwal. Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was sent as the messenger of
peace, love and awareness by Almighty Allah. He taught us to be kind and
compassionate with everyone and to educate and pray for the misguided souls. As
his followers, we must always strive to follow his teachings.
(Syed Jawad Naseem)
Chief Editor
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MESSAGE FROM

M A N A G I N G

D I R E C T O R

“The current model is global suicide. We need a revolution. Revolutionary
thinking. Revolutionary action. Natural resources are becoming more and more
scarce.”
- Ban Ki-moon (Former Secretary General, United Nations)
Natural resources are a true blessing for any country. They add value to a
country’s economy, strengthens it while at the same time saves millions and billions
of national exchequer which otherwise would have been spent on the import of such
resources. With every right, comes responsibility and the same is the matter with
natural resources. Excessive consumption and flawed or irrational policies lead to
complete exhaustion of natural resources without them being put to the right use.
Natural gas carries the same significance for our homeland. We are among
those fewest lucky nations who get natural gas through pipelines even in our
households. Share of natural gas in the country’s energy mix which pumps the
economy and keeps it vibrant is increasing with every passing day. This trend of
dependency on natural gas for domestic, industrial, commercial, and several other
purposes, demands for economical consumption of precious natural resources. Sui
Northern Gas, through its Consumer Awareness Campaign, has been advocating the
cause for a long period of time. The Company has not just confined itself to the
dissemination of awareness messages rather it has taken practical steps to
contribute to the cause. This includes introducing gas saving gadgets like Geyser
Timer Device, Gas Saver Cone and Solar Water Heater. These devices put ease in
consumers’ life through a significant reduction in the gas bills while at the same time
reducing the consumption of natural gas. In rural areas, the Company has been
promoting biogas stoves. The government of Pakistan has also extended help for the
purpose by introducing an economical electricity tariff for the winter season. This will
motivate consumers to switch to electric heaters for space heating purposes. Use of
instant gas geysers instead of conventional geysers also needs to be promoted as
much as possible.
It is pertinent to mention that from television to newspapers and from social
media to outdoor media, Sui Northern Gas is utilizing every available media for the
awareness campaign. This is done to ensure that the message reaches every
segment of society. The Company Management also engages with the journalist
community to convey the message of gas conservation.
There are no personal level interests in gas conservation rather we need to
understand that natural gas is the lifeline of the Country’s economy and Sui
Northern’s financial health as well. Unavailability of natural gas would badly affect the
economy but the Company will also have to bear the brunt. Hence we cannot leave
the issue of gas conservation to the consumers only. We as employees of Sui
Northern Gas must consider it our responsibility to adopt economical ways of gas
consumption and to educate our friends and families about the same. We have to
save natural gas for the future of the Country as well as the Company.
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cover story

SNGPL BOD MEETING HELD IN
PESHAWAR

A meeting of SNGPL Board of Directors
(BOD) was held at the Company's Regional
Office in Peshawar. The meeting, first in last
three decades to be organized in the provincial
capital, was chaired by Chairperson Roohi Raees
Khan. Honorable members of BOD, Managing
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Director Amer Tufail, DMD (Operations) Sohail
M. Gulzar and Senior Management of the
Company participated in the meeting. Gas
related issues faced by province were discussed
in the meeting.
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Campaign

SARDI AARAHI HAI, KHAYAL RAKHNA

SNGPL LAUNCHES WINTER
AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

by going for new faces. The burden, in this case,
had to be on the content and hence, intense
efforts were made to come up with an extremely
engaging content and a tagline which has the
capability of essence of the campaign. The
efforts finally resulted in a concept based
advertisement with cast comprising of some
promising new talent. The tagline of
advertisement ‘Sardi Aarah,i Hai Khayal Rakhna’
also received a lot of applause for creatively
disseminating a much needed message.

Every year SNGPL’s Media Affairs
Department carries out Winter Awareness
Campaign through Print, Electronic, Outdoor and
Social Media to educate the consumers on gas
conservation and safety. This campaign is
executed in accordance with Rule 43 of OGRA’s
licensing conditions.
It won’t be wrong to say that the winter
awareness campaign has come a long way from
where it began. The changes that appeared over
the period of time shows that Media Affairs
Department constantly poured efforts to improve
quality and contents of the product. Usually
renowned television celebrities are part of
SNGPL’s TV Commercials as their star value
makes it easier for the message to reach its
intended audience. This year, however, Media
Affairs Department decided to take a bigger risk

The Television commercial was launched
in the later-half of October through Electronic and
Social Media. Adaptations were used in Print and
Outdoor Media. The advertisement was widely
appreciated by the masses as well as the
advertising circles.

"Scan QR code to watch
SNGPL TVC"
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Bus Shelter Branding

Newspaper Advertisment
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Campaign

Production At A Glance
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Special
SARDI AARHI HAI, KHAYAL RAKHNA!

SNGPL TV COMMERCIAL REACHES
MORE THAN 5.5 MILLION VIEWS
ON FACEBOOK
Media Affairs Recently, the Company has
launched the most awaited Television
commercial on Sui gas usage in winter for
household consumers. Before broadcasting it on
multiple social media platforms, teasers were
also shared on social media to grab the attention
of the viewers, and the hype was worth it. The
advertisement received tremendously great and
welcoming response by viewers. It crossed over
5.5 million views, 45 thousand likes, 09 thousand
shares, and more than 01 thousand comments
on Facebook and more than 2 million views on
YouTube.
This ad is part of our winter campaign.
The purpose of this advertisement is to aware
our consumers about sensible usage of Sui gas
at house. As in winters, the demand of Sui gas
increases because of the usage of geyser and
gas heaters at home.
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Initiative

E-KACHEHRI:

STEPPING FORWARD TOWARDS
SUCCESS
Media Affairs E- Kachehri, the ultimate
substitute of ‘Khhuli Kachehri’, which was
launched in wake of Coronavirus outbreak, has
gotten popularity among our consumers.
E-Kachehri has been incredibly helpful source to
interact with our customers and to facilitate them
through rapid solution of their complaints by
conducting e-Kachehris in all the regions where
the Regional Management attends complaints
through Skype. After conducting e-Kachehris in

Gujranwala
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Regions every month, an e-Kachehri is
conducted where Amer Tufail, Managing Director
SNGPL, attends e-Kachehri at the Head Office.
The consumers are informed beforehand
about the region, date and time of e-Kachehri
using our Social Media Official pages on
Facebook and Instagram, so that they can
participate in these e-Kachehris via Skype call.

Islamabad

Lahore

Mardan

Peshawar

Sahiwal

Sargodha

Sialkot
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Minister of State for
Climate Change,
Zartaj Gul visited
MD SNGPL Amer Tufail,
at his office.

Jawad Malik,
Senior Correspondent,
Geo News Lahore during
an interview with
MD SNGPL Amer Tufail.
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MD SNGPL Amer Tufail,
in conversation with
Ashraf Mehtab, Senior
Reporter, Lahore Rung.

MD SNGPL Amer Tufail,
giving interview to
Ayaz Shuja, Senior
Reporter, Neo News.
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Activity

DRINKING WATER FILTRATION PLANT
AT MULTAN
Hashim Akhtar Under the umbrella of
SNGPL's Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR),
a Reverse Osmosis drinking water filtration plant
of capacity 1000 liters/ hour has been installed at
Multan Institute of Kidney Diseases (MIKD).
MIKD is the only specialized kidney hospital, 150
bedded, in South Punjab located at National
Highway (N-70), Muzaffargarh road. MIKD is

owned by Government of Punjab and managed
by The Indus Hospital. Multan Regional Blood
Centre (RBC) and Regional Drug Testing Lab are
also located in premises of MIKD.
As per water quality testing, drinking
water was not drinkable in this area. Therefore,
SNGPL decided to install a Reverse Osmosis
drinking water filtration plant under CSR to
provide filtered water to patients, attendants,
visitors, hospital staff, residents and local
community. Filtration plant is providing drinking
water to 3000 to 4000 people on daily basis i.e.
to attendants and staffs of MIKD, RBC and Drug
Testing Lab. In order to give easy access, 15
drinking points have been provided to different
sections of hospital.
Local community also has the access to
drinking water of filtration plant round the clock.
Filtration plant is also beneficial for nearby
localities which are densely populated.
The author is Executive Engineer (HSE),
at Multan Compression.
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Health

DONATE BLOOD, DONATE LIFE

BLOOD DONATION CAMP AT REGIONAL OFFICE
HSE Department Organizing blood donation
camps is the ideal way to cater the demand of
blood. People of our society are keen to help
those who are in need and want to contribute
towards the society and save lives. Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) under the roof of
SNGPL, organize such camps regularly and try
to bring smiles to many faces.

Blood donation is one of the most
significant contributions that a person can make
towards the society. It is not injurious for a
healthy adult person to donate blood. The body
of the donor can regenerate the blood within few
days and it poses no threat to the metabolism of
the body.
SNGPL in co-operation with Ali Zaib
Foundation came up for a great cause and
effectively conducted the blood donation camp
for two days in Regional office and
Transmissions, at Faisalabad.
Ali Zaib Foundation provides free
innovative medical treatments to Thalassemia,
Hemophilia and Blood cancer patients through its
blood transfusion centers. They set up blood
camps in different Colleges, Universities,
business organizations and public places for the
collection of blood. Before taking blood for
donation, the volunteer donors are screened for
the serious diseases like Hepatitis B and C, HIV,
Malaria, and syphilis etc. They also acknowledge
the donors by awarding certificates of
recognition.

The organization of blood donation
should be clean and safe to the recipients and to
the blood donor also. With increase in population
and development of more advanced medical and
surgical procedures, the need for blood is ever
increasing. Only voluntary blood donors can help
to maintain an adequate supply of blood to save
the lives of those who are in need. They are also
the source of safe and healthy source of blood.
Thousands of patients need blood transfusion.
Every drop counts. One single donation can be
split into three separate parts, helping save or
improve the lives of patients. Just three
teaspoons of blood can save the life of a
premature baby.

Doing our little bit for the society, with the
motto ‘Donate Blood, Donate Life’, the team of
SNGPL took some time off from their regular
schedule for this noble cause. Company
organized the blood donation camp in which the
active participation of its entire team was visible
(Executive, SN and Casual). The main focus
behind this initiative solely was to extend support
to the society.
Lead by the SNGPL team the blood
donation camp turned out to be a hugely
successful event, without a second thought,
donors volunteered for this noble cause. The
enthusiasm was infectious and visible on the
faces of donors as each one queued to donate
blood. This initiative was one of many taken up
by SNGPL; always ready to serve the society.
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open corner

HARDSHIPS ARE UNDERRATED!

Mehjabeen
A man can be destroyed but not
be defeated said Ernest Hemingway. He had
beautifully put these two words “destroyed” and
“defeated” in this statement which optimizes
deep-seated courage of a human. Destruction is
related and can be measured physically and is
temporary while defeat is linked to permanent
state of mind. Ups and downs are a big part of
life. Good things and bad things happen to
everyone, but it is important to manage both
with ease and equanimity. Equanimity is a
mental state of calmness and stability that can
be helpful in processing any situation calmly. It’s
a middle ground perspective between what we
normally see as “positive” or “negative.”
We can’t be happy all the time. Bad
times have their certain role and significance in
our lives. Just like empty walls don’t look much
interesting to us, an addition of wall clock
enhances the simplicity of wall. Straight roads
don’t excite us as much curvy road lines get our
undivided attention. Same is the case with life.
Little ups and downs are very important to
shape the patterns of our life. Decisions made
during these ups or downs define us who we
really are and what we are made of. This point
of stability comes with the insight that all of the
reality is ultimately short-lived. Everything is
subject to change from one moment to the next:
thoughts, habits, emotions, relationships, or
goals. There is almost no part of our existence
that is completely fixed and permanent.
Believe it or not but we, as human
being, don’t learn much in good times as much
as we learn during hardship of time. In fact,
during difficult time we grow as a person. We
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learn so much about ourselves as well as about
others. We learn what are our strengths and our
weaknesses. We simply cannot prevent the
hardships out of our lives, so why not take the
best out of every situation, and enjoy the ride!!
Actually, it might be easier than we think. All we
need is to develop the right attitudes and the
right tools to learn how to deal with them. It’s
always a question of how you approach a
certain situation. It allows us to know and regain
our strength and work on weakness.
Therefore, do not let good or bad define
our lives; they are just small fragments of a
much larger picture. And cultivating this big
picture view allows us to navigate more easily
between the good, the bad, and everything in
between.
Understanding the inevitable ups and
downs in your life is a great starting point in
building more equanimity and inner peace. Pay
closer attention to your attitude towards different
situations, and you’ll find that there are many
small ups and downs we experience nearly
every day. Recognizing the impermanency of
our lives teaches us not to cling to the “good” or
run from the “bad.” It shows us how to
appreciate every moment for what it is, because
it’s there for a reason, and it’s not something
that’s going to last forever. Learn from your past
and move on. It’s not easy, for sure, to forget
something very dear to you or forgive something
that shook your ground yet if you think of it as
your personal growth and mental health then it
is not impossible though.
Embrace the life! Live healthy, stay healthy!!

Dear Readers, we have started this new segment where you will find variety of information. We will always
welcome your contribution to this segment. Send us your contributions as well as suggestions to
media.affairs@sngpl.com.pk and asif.shakeel@sngpl.com.pk

The fear of death follows from
the fear of life. A man who
lives fully is prepared to die at
any time.
Samuel Langhorne Clemens
Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), known by his pen
name ‘Mark Twain’. He was an American writer, humorist, entrepreneur, publisher,
and lecturer. He was lauded as the "greatest humorist the United States has
produced," and William Faulkner called him "the father of American literature”. His
novels include The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, the Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn (1884), the latter often called "The Great American Novel".

GINGER
Ginger can be grown directly in the ground or in pots.
TO PLANT GINGER:
• Amend with fertilizer or aged manure if your soil is lacking.
• Plant in early spring if possible. If you live in a warmer climate, you can plant at
any time.
• Slice off the fingers, making sure each rhizome piece is 1 to 2 inches long with at
least one bud.
• Allow the pieces to dry for 24-48 hours before planting, as this helps to control for
possible root rot.
• Plant cut sections at least 12 inches apart no deeper than 1 inch. For commercial
cultivation, ginger is usually planted in double rows 1 foot apart with a working
path between rows.
• Water well after planting.
• Leaves will emerge after about 1 week.
• Water sparingly but deeply after you see growth.
Your ginger will grow up to four feet tall and many of the roots will appear above
ground, which is natural for this type of plant.
Remember: Place the container in a warm area that receives at least five hours of
filtered, indirect sunlight per day.
This plant can be very slow to propagate. It may take from three to eight weeks for
shoots to appear. Watch, wait, and keep the soil moist but not waterlogged.

THE
SECRET
The Secret discusses the
Law of Attraction and how to use it in
your life, rose to the top of many
bestseller lists. The book introduced
many people to the concept that their
thoughts may influence not only their
actions but the experiences that they
bring into their lives as well.
The essence of the book is
the power of our minds, which if
identified and unleashed properly, can
create waves of positive changes in our
life. It deals with tuning our thought
process which has the capability of
making things happen; things that we
otherwise would have never have
imagined occurring. Everything that
happens to us is directly or indirectly the
doing of our own thoughts, which if
modeled properly, can change
everything in our lives. The book deals with the above mentioned theory
scientifically, saying that our thoughts are magnetic and a frequency is
associated with each one of them and when they are sent out into the universe,
they attract like objects which are reflected back to us. In short, our thoughts
become things.
This book answers questions like why are we asked to culture good
and healthy feelings right from our childhood. As a matter of fact, these are the
things that decide the course our lives take. The importance and need of
feelings and emotions, the need to sometimes give in to things that our hearts
desire for, the need to prematurely ‘feel’ the things we want to happen, the need
to take good care of our health, the need to treat ourselves with love and
respect, the ways to make our relationships with others work, the need and
ways of expressing our gratitude to the Maker as well as everyone and
everything that have touched our lives – all these have been discussed
intricately in a detailed manner in the book.
The book shares other insights and specific strategies to use, gives
a history of the use of the Law of Attraction, and provides examples on how it's
worked in the lives of various people, making it an interesting and informative
read.
It encourages us to get into a better frame of mind in order to
maintain motivation to pursue goals, and research on broaden-and-build theory
backs this up this approach, demonstrating that we tend to build our resources
more when we're feeling positive emotions. Overall, it's a good read that can
help you to reach your goals and feel less stressed in the process.
Publisher: Atria Publishing Group, Beyond Words Publishing Pages: 200
Genre: Self-help Book Price: 1500

Trivial

[triv-ee-uhl]
Of very little importance or value;
insignificant, meaningless, minor.
Synonym: unimportant, immaterial,
inconsequential, frivolous.
Example: Don’t care to bother me with
trivial matters.
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Literature
‘KAUN’

MADE PART OF
CURRICULUM AT
KURUKSHETRA
UNIVERSITY

A Punjabi Novelette “Kaun” written by
Mudassar Bashir (Media Affairs Department)
has won the Dhahan Prize (2019); an
international organization based in Canada and
is working for the promotion of the Punjabi
language. ‘Kaun’ has also made its way to be
part of Syllabus for Masters Degree in Punjabi,
at Kurukshetra University, located in Haryana,
India.
It is pertinent to mention that Mudassar
Bashir is associated with Media Affairs
Department and has been part of The Pride’s
Editorial Team. Mudassar Bashir was born in
Lahore, on February 06, 1974. He started
writing essays and short stories in very early
age. His first novel titled ‘Chandni’ was
published in the magazine ‘Buniyadi Huqooq’ by
famous lawyer cum politician SM Zafar when he
was in the intermediate. His interest of inner
Walled City of Lahore ended up in the shape of
his book ‘Lahore Di Vaar’.
Mudassar Bashir is a seasoned
journalist, researcher, historian, and writer par
excellence. He has been writing for the past
thirty years and has eleven books and
countless articles on his credit. His work has
been published in several well-reputed
newspapers and magazines. He has the honor
of having his work translated into Punjabi and
English as well. His writings were translated
and published across the border in credible
magazines like in a London-based website,
Justice denied (English), Yogavili (Hindi), and
Shabd (Gurmukhi). Sangam Publications,
Jallundhar is publishing Gurmukhi transliteration
of ‘Kaun’. Some of his short stories were
recently translated from Punjabi to Urdu and
were published in Urdu literary magazines.
Academy of Letters, Pakistan, has also
published English and Urdu translations of his
writings.
Kaun (‘Who’) is a witty exploration of
the themes of history, identity and knowledge of
self centered on its protagonist’s quest to find a
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suitable role in a film. Sarmad, a young rich boy,
while rehearsing roles of different characters in
their costumes and reciting their corresponding
scripts, struggles to find the role that resonates
within him. In both the protagonist and the
reader this crisis of knowing one’s true identity
conjures up the provocative and timeless words
of the legendary Punjabi poet Bulleh Shah ‘Ki
Jana Main Kaun’.
The beauty of ‘Kaun’ exists in the unity
of form and content through several dramatic
monologues which themselves are set in
different places and historical times. ‘Kaun’
highlights how hate can arise out of identities
built on religion, caste, professions, languages
and the ‘costumes’ people wear challenging the
reader to know oneself.
This novel opens up spectrum of diverse
approaches and multi-layered interpretations.
On the whole, it explores the relation of an
individual with the society from all angles,
whether it’s moral, economic, linguistic, political
or religious. It would not be wrong to call him as
a collective persona of modern-era Punjabi
youth whose socio-cultural, historical and lingual
identity has been sacrificed at the altar of
political and religious bonding, ironically brought
forth by a partition.
As an experienced author and
researcher, he has been invited to various
literary festivals such as Indus Culture Festival,
Lok Virsa Mother Language Festival, National
Book Foundation's Literary Festival, and most
recently Oxford University Literary Festival,
where sessions were held to launch and to
discuss his Novelette ‘Kaun’. Around five of his
books have been used as topics for research
and thesis works.

Literature
Belal

O SIP OF HEAVEN!
O sip of heaven!
On nature’s womb
To Lapland witches, I hear
singing off
a tellurian broom.
Protest –
the intuition, for we have
slayed it
black.
Purge –
the anticipation
mustn’t you ever change track?

PROZAC LOVE – I
It is not me …
perhaps, lingering gallimaufry
that inaudibly wrecks
the botched angels
and broken stoics
of my lavender mind.
It is not me …
perhaps, aimless flamboyance
in my attire, and spirit – dark

I’m at a loss to insulin, and find
and so,
experiences blind
to the awakening
of the soul.
Is it really a batty to disbelieve
the truth of phrases
or prophets
in a cracked bowl?
Like poisonous creepers,
the sea-green imbroglio, within me
yells! its heartless toll
like white fairy candles,
we sob
fade
burn
partially
to a plodding whole.
It is not me …
perhaps, dainty agitation
that piercingly rends me
to visceral peace.
It is not me …
perhaps, obdurate saturation
that perpetuates
my woeful immortal caprice.
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Achievement

11TH RISING
STAR SAFETY
AWARD 2020

BY NATIONAL SAFETY
COUNCIL – USA
Asma Maqbool The National Safety Council
is a nonprofit, public service organization,
promoting health and safety across globe.
Members include more than 55,000 businesses,
labor organizations, schools, public agencies,
private groups and individuals. The National
Safety Council (NSC) is America’s leading
nonprofit safety advocate. It focuses on
eliminating the leading causes of preventable
injuries and deaths. As a mission-based
organization, we work to eliminate the leading
causes of preventable death and injury,
focusing our efforts on the workplace, roadway
and impairment.
The National Safety Council is and has
been America’s leading nonprofit safety
advocate for more than 100 years. Every year,
National Safety Council (NSC) presents the
‘Rising Stars’ of Safety Award to the next
generation of safety leaders younger than 40
years, who show a dedication to safety
leadership at work.
Accidents at work and occupational
diseases are neither determined by fate nor
unavoidable – they always have causes. By
building a strong prevention culture, these
causes can be eliminated and work-related
accidents, harm and occupational diseases be
prevented. The NSC Rising Stars of Safety
program showcases up-and-coming safety
professionals who are making a difference, from
the workplace to anyplace. The 32 winners of
year 2020, Rising Stars of Safety hail from 17
states and five nations. Each has demonstrated
enthusiasm, skill and leadership that will
undoubtedly inspire future safety leaders and
colleagues, helping people live their best lives
free of preventable death and injury. The
National Safety Council is proud to announce its
11th class of Rising Stars of Safety – a group of
future leaders younger than age 40, dedicated
to making workplaces safer. The 32 honorees
have promoted a cycle of continuous
improvement within their organizations and
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created initiatives focused on measureable
outcomes.
Asma Maqbool (Senior Engineer - HSE)
representing Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited
at Global level is one of the winners of Rising
Star Safety Award for the Year 2020. The
purpose of creating a culture of safety is to not
only keep people safer at work, but also beyond
the workplace so they can live their fullest lives.
The global focus on safety during this pandemic
once again reminds us of the crucial role that
safety professionals play in helping us all work,
travel and live safely. The challenges safety
professionals have faced this year have been
extraordinary. One silver lining of the COVID-19
pandemic is that it has served as a crucial
reminder that safety is of the utmost importance,
and prioritizing safety will be critical to recover
our businesses, our health and our lives.
The digital edition of October 2020 magazine
“Safety and Health” depicting Rising Star Safety
Awards for by NSC” can be accessed at:
https://www.nsc.org/in-the-newsroom/nsc-an
nounces-2020-class-of-rising-stars-of-safety
The author is Senior Engineer
at Health, Safety and Environment

He has been performing duty in
operations since last 15 years and past 4
years in AC-6. His passion for his duty is
immaculate and never ending quest to
polish his technical skills makes him an
exemplary employee. On top of this, his
‘out of the box’ thinking along with ‘can
do’ attitude puts him in the limelight.
Aftab Ahmed
Associate Engineer
Compression, Multan (T)

He performed an excellent job during
Compression System Augmentation
Project at compressor Station CC-1
(Haran Pur). His excellent performance
to carry out the job make the
commissioning process smooth and he
ensured to meet the commissioning
targets well in time.
Muneeb Younis
Engineer
Compression, Multan (T)

SNGPL and the Editorial Team of “The Pride” are thankful to the following employees for the
services they rendered. We wish all the best for their future.

Muhammad Akmal
Deputy
Superintendent Meter
Reader, Billing
Faisalabad (D)

Ubaid ul Haque
Deputy Foreman
Fitting Garage
Transmission
Wah (T)

Muhammad Hanif
Deputy Foreman
Welding, Distribution
Lahore East (D)

Khalid Saeed
District Supervisor
Fitting Distribution
Sangla Hill,
Sheikhupura (D)

Naullah Khan
Senior Associate
Engineer Corrosion
Corrosion
Wah (T)

Mother-In-Law of Sibghatullah Suri, Senior General Manager (Projects) SNGPL, Head Office
passed away on 31 October 2020.
Shehzad Ali Khan, Ex-Senior Secretary to GM (Isd) passed away on 17 October 2020
Father of Farooq Aslam, Senior Officer (Billing), SNGPL, Head Office passed away on 26 October
2020.
Zafar Hussain Malik, Ex-Sales Officer, Islamabad passed away on 17 October 2020.
Elder Brother of Syed Naeem Hussain Bukhari, Admin Officer, SNGPL – Sialkot passed away on
14 October 2020.
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Tech

MUST HAVES APPS IN YOUR MOBILE!
Mehjabeen
One way or the other, all these
mobile applications will change the game.
These applications are user friendly and luckily,
most of them are free. Each of the below
mentioned app is best at its work and
effectively helpful.
Google Lens
It’s a new feature
introduced by Google
recently, just open the
feature, capture the
subject you want to
inquire about and
viola! Search what
you see, you can
scan and translate
text in real time, look up words, add events to
your calendar, call a number, and more. Or just
copy and paste to save some time. Find a
subject you like, see an outfit that caught your
eye, or a chair that's perfect for your living
room. Get inspired by similar clothes, furniture,
and home decor—without having to describe
what you're looking for in a search box. You
also explore nearby places and learn more
about popular landmarks. See ratings, hours of
operation, historical facts and more. Identify
plants and animals. Find out what plant is in
your friend's apartment just by taking picture of
it. Excitingly you can even perform
step-by-step homework help if you’re stuck on
a problem! Quickly find explainers, videos, and
results from the web for math, history,
chemistry, biology, physics, and more by
simply downloading it or by: lens.google.com
Pinterest
Whether you're
planning your next
big travel adventure,
looking for creative
ideas, searching for
home design
concepts, fashion &
fitness tips or
recopies, Pinterest is the application. It has
more than you can ask for. Impressively, You
don’t have to be socially active on it; just
search for ideas you want like room decoration,
wedding dress ideas, what’s on trending,
education related information and much more.
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Simply connect it your Google account, and
you can use it as search engine whenever you
want, where you want!
CamScanner
Anywhere and
anytime, scan, save,
archive, and upload
your files. Managing
and searching has
never been so easy.
CamScanner is a
Chinese mobile app
first released in 2011
that allows iOS and Android devices to be used
as image scanners. It allows users to scan
documents from mobile, remove busy
background, generate high resolution and
share the photo as either a JPEG or PDF. This
app is available for free on the Google Play
Store and the App Store.
Google Keep
Keep works on your
phone, tablet and
computer. Everything
you add to Keep
syncs across your
devices so your
important stuff is
always with you. Add
notes, lists, photos, and audio to Keep. You
can also add persons in your notes, and let
them make changes whenever they want. You
can make reminders to your note. You can also
add tick box or keep it in paragraphs. Add
different colors to your notes to categories
them or label them as well.
Dictionary
Dictionary.com
strives to enable and
inspire connection,
communication,
learning, creativity,
and expression in a
world powered by
words.
Dictionary.com is the world’s leading digital
dictionary. We provide millions of English
definitions, spellings, audio pronunciations,
example sentences, and word origins.

Dictionary.com also offers a translation service,
a Word of the Day, a crossword solver, and a
wealth of editorial content that benefit the
advanced word lover and the English language
student alike. From pop culture to idioms and
grammar advice, there’s always something
new to learn from Dictionary.com.
Zedge
This is a wallpapers,
ringtones, notification
tones, and alarm
tones app that gives
you an unbelievable
number of options to
customize the most
basic parts of your
device. On top of
having an exhaustive collection of things,
Zedge also promotes various items during
holiday seasons making it easy to theme your
phone up for Christmas, Halloween, and other
holidays. It’s not 100% perfect. It does have
the occasional bug and some truly irritating
advertisements. Zedge Premium is a new
initiative to provide premium content at a
reasonable price. You watch ads or fill out
surveys to earn Zedge credits as well. There
are other great ringtone apps and great
wallpaper apps. However, Zedge is the only
one that reliably does both.
Feedly
It is one of the best
Android apps. It
neatly organizes all
the information and
news for you in a
single place. Online
magazines, blogs,
YouTube channels,
and more than 40 million feeds are available
within this free RSS reader app. Many
professionals use it to stay ahead of the market
as it helps analyze competitors and trends.
Feedly is powered by RSS and offers
integrations with FaceBook, Twitter, Evernote
Pinterest, LinkedIn, etc. so that you to easily
share stories with networks and teammates.
We always prefer RSS readers, but you can
check out the best news app for Android.
Air Droid
Air Droid is one of the best screen mirroring
app that is available on the Android platform.
Once the app is installed on the Android device
as well as on your PC, you can easily share

files and mirror your
Android screen on
your PC. Not only
that, but you can also
see notifications,
reply to messages,
missed calls, and
much more. The
software also has a
web client. AirDroid
surely is a must-have free Android app if you
are looking to use your Android device on your
Windows PC.
HabitBull
A habit tracker app
combined with a top
Alarm app might be
the perfect
combination to begin
working towards your
goal. Habit Tracker is
an all-in-one goal
tracker app for Android, where you set
customized goals. For instance, today will be a
successful day when I eat apples, (at
least/exactly/not more than) two times a day.
Apart from that, this great app for 2020 features
detailed reports in the form of graphs and even
presents motivation quotes when you are
feeling blue. You can also participate in the
in-app forums to interact with people having
similar goals. Believe it or not, this is the best
free Android app that you should add to your
fitness regime.
Flud
If you like to torrent
files, then this free
Android app should
be on your
smartphone. Flud is
one of the best
Android torrent
clients. It features a
simple, intuitive interface, which makes it easy
for users to add torrents and download files. As
for customization, you can opt for a dark
theme. There are no upload or download limits.
You can pause a download or restart it
whenever you like. Apart from that, you can
download files sequentially and even set file
priority.
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